Heat-shock proteins in autoimmune arthritis: a critical contribution based on the adjuvant arthritis model.
Recognition of self protein epitopes, apart from those engaged in idiotypic network interactions and MHC restriction, is probably a physiological event in the normal functioning immune system. Furthermore T and B cells recognizing self antigens can be easily cloned from healthy individuals and sometimes be shown to confer autoimmune disease by passive transfer in the experimental situation. The issue is how potentially autoaggressive cells can become activated and how such activity can be contained safely. Experimentally, autoimmune disease can be evoked by immunization with autoantigens (encephalomyelitis, thyroiditis etc.) or with foreign antigens that feature antigenic relationships with self antigens (adjuvant arthritis). In both situations transfer of disease has been shown with cloned T cells of a single specificity. In addition, specific control of disease using the same cloned T cells has been achieved. Adjuvant arthritis has been illustrative in these respects. By means of specificity analysis of cloned T cells, a 65 kD heat shock protein of mycobacteria was identified as crucial in the disease. Immunization with this antigen has been found to prevent the development of disease, including forms elicited without mycobacterial involvement. Furthermore, vigorous immunological responses to HSP65 were found both in experimental animals and also in humans as a consequence of exposition to various infectious organisms. By their conserved nature HSPs have ample potential for dangerous mimicry. Recent evidence accumulated suggesting that the same HPS65 may be crucial in human chronic arthritis as well. Therefore it is hoped that extrapolation of the experimental findings to the human situation will help the development of specific means, either T cells or antigens, to control spontaneous autoimmune arthritis in man.